ART. 47 8]
PLANE  DIELECTRICS.
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on S and Sf are not disturbed by this change, the potential inside B remains equal to /S, but that within A becomes a"=/3 + a/.fiT where a = a' - j3. The difference between the potentials of A and B is therefore decreased in the ratio 1 to K.
The capacity of the conductor A (if measured by the ratio of the charge on A to the difference of the potentials of A and B) is therefore K times as great as when A and B were separated by air.
478. A plane dielectric. Two conducting plates of infinite extent are placed with their nearest plane faces A and B parallel to each other and at a distance 0. A plate (7, of specific inductive capacity K and thickness £, is introduced into the intervening space with its two faces parallel to the planes A and J5, the space on each side of C being occupied by air. Find the effect of the introduction of the dielectric C on the capacity and potential energy of the system.
Let a, b be the distances of the faces L, L' of the dielectric C from the planes
A,  J5, L being the nearest to A and I/ to B, then 0=a + t+ b.
Let p and //= - /> be the surface densities of the charges 011 the planes A and B. Let (r and a' = - cr be the surface densities of the strata on L and L' which are equivalent to the polarity of the dielectric.
At a point P between the planes A and L the force F, measured from A towards
B,  is constant and equal to ±-rrp (Art. 22).    The constant force F', measured in the same direction, at a point R between L and L' is found from the condition that the induction is unchanged when P crosses the boundary of the dielectric (Art. 469), hence KF'=F.   At a point Q, between L' and B the force is again F=±irp.
Let a, p be the potentials at the planes A, B, and X, X' those at L, L'. The force at a point P distant x from A is -dVfdx=F^ .'. V=a-J?x. Similar reasoning applies to the points Q and E. We have therefore
\=a-Fa,       \'=\-F't,       p = \'-Fb.
Adding these three equations together and substituting for F, Ff their values, we find                                       jB-a=-4:Trp(a + b + t/K)
= -4ir/5 (*-* + */•£).................................(I).
The capacity G (when measured by the ratio of the charge on either of the conductors A, B to the difference of their potentials) is given by
We notice that this is independent of the position of the dielectric (7.
If the whole space between the plates A, B is filled with air, we have * = 0 and the capacity is l/4?r0. The capacity is therefore increased by the introduction of the dielectric C. When the dielectric C fills the whole space between the plates A, B, we have t = $ and the capacity is K times as great as when the separating medium was air.
The potential energy per unit of area due to the charges ±p on the plates is by Art. 61,                         W=^2EV=z%pa.-%p{3=%p((L-{3).
We may express this result either in terms of p or a - /3.   We have by (1),
(a-j3)2       1
It follows that the introduction of the dielectric decreases or increases the potential energy according as the charge p or the difference of potentials is kept unaltered.
The force per unit of area which one conductor A exerts on the other B is §Fp (Art. 143). Since F=^irp this becomes 27iyr. The force is therefore not changed by the introduction of the dielectric C provided the charges are kept unaltered.
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